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Sakuntala, the mere sweetheart of Dushyanta, is exiled in
disgrace. But far different was the aspect o£ the other
hermitage where Sakuntala, the mother of Bharata and
the incarnation of goodness, took refuge. There no
hermit girls water the trees, nor bedew the creepers with
their loving sister-like looks, nor feed the young fawn
with handfuls of paddy. There a single boy fills the
loving bosom of the entire forest-world; he absorbs all
the liveliness of the trees, creepers, flowers and foliage.
The matrons of the hermitage, in their loving anxiety, are
fully taken up with the unruly boy. When Sakuntala
appears, we see her clad in a dusty robe, face pale with
austerities, doing the penance of a lorn wife, pure-souled.
Her long penances have purged her o£ the evil of her
first union with Dushyanta; she is now invested with the
dignity of a matron, she is the image of motherhood,
tender and good. Who can repudiate her now?
The poet has shown here, as in Kumara Sambbava,
that the Beauty that goes hand in hand writh Moral Law
is eternal, that the calm, controlled and beneficent form
of Love is its best form, that beauty is truly charming
under restraint and decays quickly when it gets wild and
unfettered. This ancient poet of India refuses to recog-
nise Love as its own highest glory; he proclaims that
Goodness is the final goal of Love. He teaches us that
the Love of man and woman is not beautiful, not lasting,
not fruitful, so long as it is self-centred, so long as it
does not beget Goodness, so long as it does not diffuse
itself into society over son and daughter, guests and
neighbours.
The two peculiar principles of India are the benefi-
cent tie of home life on the one hand, and the liberty of

